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OMVIC Academy Learning Outcomes and Lesson RESOURCES
Buying a car? Don’t get schooled, get educated.

Created by Ontario’s vehicle sales regulator, the OMVIC Academy provides ‘students’ with fun
and engaging (and free) resources that will help them become confident car-buyers.

OMVIC Academy Video
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“All-in Price Advertising”

Learning Outcome
After viewing the video, students will understand:
 
Car buyers in Ontario who buy from an OMVIC-Registered Dealer have a right to
All-in Price Advertising.
 
All-in Price Advertising includes all fees, except HST & licensing.
 
All dealers and salespeople in Ontario must be registered with OMVIC.
 
All dealers and salespeople MUST itemize all fees on a Bill of Sale.
 
What to do if a dealer doesn’t honour an advertised price.
Terms to discuss: freight, pre-delivery inspection, levies, air tax

WARM UP QUESTIONS:
How confident are
you about going into
a car dealership and
buying a car?

Do you find car dealer
ads confusing?
What would help you
become more confident?

When you see an advertised
price, do you expect there
will be additional fees
added by the dealer?

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS BASED ON THE VIDEO:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Why is it good for consumers if dealers and salespeople are registered with OMVIC?
What kind of fees can consumers expect to be included in an advertised price?
What fees can be legally added to an advertised price?
Why should consumers take a picture/screen shot of the dealer’s ad?

FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION:
Ask students to find examples of vehicle advertising. Go over the examples as a class.
Elicit from students whether the ads comply with the All-in Price Advertising laws.
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“Negative Equity”

Learning Outcome
After viewing the video, students will understand:
 
Owing more for a car than it is worth is called negative equity.
 
Long-term loans often result in negative equity.
 
Depreciation and high mileage can contribute to negative equity.
 
Negative equity can create a cycle of debt.
Terms to discuss: to snowball, bamboozled, depreciation

WARM UP QUESTIONS:
Why are car buyers likely
to choose financing a
vehicle purchase over an
extend term?

If you plan on buying a car,
how long do you plan
on keeping it? Why is it
important to consider this
before arranging financing?

Who do you think a long-term
car loan would benefit?

What is the longest term
loan you would consider?

If you are planning to finance
your car purchase, what terms
are important to you?

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS BASED ON THE VIDEO:
1. Why might someone think that a long-term vehicle loan is a good idea? Who would benefit
from a long-term loan?
2. How long did Timmy keep his first car before trading it in?
3. How is negative equity calculated?
4. Professor OMVIC tells Timmy that every time he trades in a car and takes out another loan,
the negative equity snowballs – what does he mean?
5. What questions should you ask yourself before considering a car loan?

FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION:
Look for a car on autoTRADER or Kijiji that you would like to purchase. Calculate how much
the loan payments would be over different terms (e.g. 60 mos. vs 96 mos.) and how it also
affects the cost of borrowing (i.e. the amount of interest paid). Weigh the pros and cons.
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“Curbsiders”

Learning Outcome
After viewing the video, students will understand:
 
Curbsiders are illegal, unlicensed dealers posing as private sellers.
 
Curbsiders often sell vehicles that are rebuilt wrecks or are odometer-tampered.
 
Often the cars sold by curbsiders are not registered in their name.
 
Curbsiders may not provide documentation when selling you a vehicle.
 
Curbsiders will discourage or not allow you to take the vehicle for a mechanical inspection.
 
Roughly 25 per cent of “private sellers” (online) are actually curbsiders.

WARM UP QUESTIONS:
What are the possible
advantages of buying
a car privately? What are
the dangers?

Would you ever buy a car
privately? Why or why not?

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS BASED ON THE VIDEO:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How is a curbsider defined?
What are some ways to protect yourself from a curbsider?
How might you spot a curbsider who is posing as a private seller?
What should you do if you have suspicions that you are dealing with a curbsider?

FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION:
Come up with a list of questions you could ask a private seller to determine whether or
not the seller is legitimate or is a curbsider.
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Visit OMVIC’s website (omvic.ca) and use the Enforcement/Compliance tab to search for
charges and convictions of curbsiders as well as registered dealers/salespeople.
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“Buying from an OMVIC-Registered Dealer”

Learning Outcome
After viewing the video, students will understand that consumers are entitled to:
 
All-in Price Advertising when buying from an OMVIC-Registered Dealer.
 
Full disclosure of vehicle history and condition when buying from a dealer.
 
Access to the Motor Vehicle Dealers Compensation Fund should something
go wrong with a transaction.
Terms to discuss: disclosure, Compensation Fund, cooling-off period

WARM UP QUESTIONS:

How can you know for
sure that a business selling
a car is a Registered Dealer?

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS BASED ON THE VIDEO:
1. What are the key rights consumers have when buying from an OMVIC-Registered dealer?
2. Why is buying from a private seller considered ‘risky’?
3. What is the cooling-off period when buying a vehicle?

FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION:
Visit OMVIC’s website and look up businesses using the ‘Find a Dealer/Salesperson’
search engine to verify that the businesses are OMVIC-Registered.
Take the OMVIC car-buying quiz at bit.ly/OMVICquiz
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“Buying from a Private Seller”

Learning Outcome
After viewing the video, students will learn vital steps to protect themselves when
buying a vehicle privately, including:
 
Meeting in a public location, preferably in the daytime, or in a well-lit area.
 
Taking the vehicle out for a thorough test drive.
 
Having the vehicle inspected by a mechanic the consumer knows and trusts.
 
Asking to see the maintenance records, the Used Vehicle Information Package and
a CarFax report.
 
Asking to see the seller’s I.D.
 
Ensuring the vehicle is registered in the name of the seller.
 
Asking for a receipt that has both the seller’s contact information and price paid
for the vehicle.
Terms to discuss: disclosure, Compensation Fund, cooling-off period

WARM UP QUESTIONS:
If you were going to
buy a car privately, what
questions would you
ask the seller?

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS BASED ON THE VIDEO:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are some of the tips offered in the role play for dealing with a private seller?
What is the benefit of a CarFax report?
What is the purpose of asking for a private seller’s I.D.?
What information should the receipt contain?
Why should you take extra precaution when buying a vehicle privately?

FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION:
Obtain a Used Vehicle Information Package and a CarFax report. Read through the
information and make sure you understand all the information presented.
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Note: More resources are available at omvicacademy.ca

NOTES
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OMVIC is Ontario’s Vehicle
Sales Regulator
OMVIC enforces the Motor
Vehicle Dealers Act and Consumer
Protection Act on behalf of the
Ontario government. OMVIC
maintains a fair and informed
marketplace by protecting the rights
of consumers, enhancing industry
professionalism and ensuring fair,
honest and open competition for
registered motor vehicle dealers.
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